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Abstract
We present distributed dynamic condition response structures as a declarative process model inspired by the workflow language employed by our industrial partner and conservatively generalizing
labelled event structures. The model adds to event structures the possibility to 1) finitely specify repeated, possibly infinite behavior, 2) finitely specify fine-grained acceptance conditions for (possibly
infinite) runs based on the notion of responses and 3) distribute events via roles. We give a graphical notation inspired by related work by van der Aalst et al and formalize the execution semantics
as a labelled transition system. Exploration of the relationship between dynamic condition response
structures and traditional models for concurrency, application to more complex scenarios, and further
extensions of the model is left to future work.
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Introduction

A key difference between declarative and imperative process languages is that the control flow for the
first kind is defined implicitly as a set of constraints or rules, and for the latter is defined explicitly, e.g.
as a flow diagram or a sequence of state changing commands.
There is a long tradition for using declarative logic based languages to schedule transactions in the
database community. Several authors have noted that it could be an advantage to also use a declarative approach to specify workflow and business processes [4, 8, 9, 5, 1]. An important motivation for
considering a declarative approach is to achieve more flexible process descriptions [10]. The increased
flexibility is obtained in two ways: Firstly, imperative descriptions tend to over-constrain the control flow,
since one does not think of all possible ways of fulfilling the intended constraints. Secondly, adding a
new constraint to an imperative process description may require that the process code is completely
rewritten, while the declarative approach just requires the extra constraint to be added.
As a simple example, consider a hospital workflow with a single rule stating that the doctor must
sign after having added a prescription of medicine to the patient record. A naive imperative process
description may instruct the doctor first to prescribe medicine and then sign it. In this way the possibility
of adding several prescriptions before or after signing is lost, even if it is perfectly legal according to the
declaratively given rule. With respect to the second type of flexibility, consider adding the rule that a
nurse should give the prescribed medicine to the patient, but it is not allowed before the patient record
has been signed. For the simple imperative solution, one may be led to just adding a command in the end
of the program instructing the nurse to give the medicine. Perhaps we remember to insert a loop to allow
that the nurse give the medicine repeatedly. But the nurse should be allowed to give medicine as soon as
the first signature is put and the doctor should also be allowed to add new prescriptions after or even at
the same time as the nurse gives the medicine. So, the most flexible imperative description should in fact
spawn a new thread for the nurse after the first signature has been given. One may argue that the rules are
too lax in this setting, i.e. that one would need stricter rules to govern the medication. However, besides
the fact that this example is indeed extracted from a real-life study of paper-based oncology workflow at
danish hospitals [6, 7], the main point is that this is an example of how workflows in general often are
intended to be lax and flexible, not this workflow in particular.
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A drawback of the declarative approach however, is that the implicit definition of the control flow
makes the flow less easy to perceive for the user or compute by the execution engine. At each state, one
has to solve the set of constraints to figure out what are the next possible events. It becomes even worse
if you are not only interested in knowing the immediate next event, but also want to get an overview of
the complete run of the process.
This motivates researching the problem of finding an expressive declarative process model language
that can be easily visualized by the end user, allows an effective run-time scheduling and can be mapped
easily to a state based model if an overview of the flow graph is needed. In this paper, we propose a
new such declarative process model language called dynamic condition response structures. The model
is inspired by the declarative process matrix model language [6, 7] used by our industrial partner and
(labelled) prime event structures [12]. Indeed, it is formally a conservative generalization and strict
extension of both event structures and the core primitives of the process matrix model language.
An (labelled, prime) event structure in some sense can be regarded as a minimal, declarative model
for concurrent processes. It consists of a set of events, a causality (partial order) relation between events
stating which events are caused by the previous events (or dually, which events must have preceded the
execution of an event), a conflict relation stating which events can not happen in the same execution and
finally a labeling function describing the observable action name of each event.
To be used as an execution language for workflow or concurrent (multi-processor) systems several
aspects are missing however. In this paper we consider three of these aspects: Firstly, we need some
compact, still declarative, way to model repeated, possibly infinite behavior. In an event structure each
event can only be executed once. Secondly, it must be possible to specify that only some of the partial (or
infinite) computations are acceptable. Event structures have no notion of acceptance condition. Finally,
we need to be able to describe a distribution of events on agents/persons/processors.
To address these aspects, we propose a number ways to generalize event structures. Firstly, we allow
each event to happen many times and replace the symmetric conflict relation by an asymmetric relation
which dynamically determines which events are included in or excluded from the structure. Secondly,
the causality relation is split in two relations (not necessarily partial orders): A condition relation stating
which events must have happened before an event and a response relation stating which events must
happen after (as a response to) an event. We can then define runs to be acceptable if no response event
from some point in the execution is executable continuously without ever being executed. This relates
to the elegant definition of fair runs in true concurrency models investigated in [2]. Finally, we define
distribution by adding a set of roles assigned to persons/processors and actions.
Being based on essentially only four relations between events, the model can be simply visualized as
a directed graph with events (labelled by activities and roles) as nodes and four different kinds of arrows.
We found that our condition and response relations were two of the core LTL templates used in [10] and
thus decided to base our graphical notation on the one suggested in [10].
We also provide a relatively simple mapping to the state based model of labelled transition systems,
which formalizes the semantics. We show how run-time scheduling for workflows with finite runs can
easily be supported by identifying accepting states in the labelled transition system This gives a finite
state automaton that reflects the run-time scheduling of the process matrix model used by our industrial
partner. We leave the treatment of infinite runs for future work.
The main advantage of the dynamic condition response structures compared to the related work based
on Event logics, Concurrent transactional logic and temporal logics such as LTL explored in [11, 10, 4, 3]
is that the latter logics are more general and thus, we claim, more complex to visualize and understand
by people not trained in logic.
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Let us first recall the definition of a prime event structure and configurations of such [12].
Definition 1. A labeled prime event structure (ES) over an alphabet Act is a 4-tuple (E, ≤, #, l) where
(i) E is a (possibly infinite) set of events
(ii) ≤ ⊆ E × E is the causality relation between events which is partial order
(iii) # ⊆ E × E is a binary conflict relation between events which is irreflexive and symmetric
(iv) l : E → Act is the labeling function mapping events to actions
Action names a ∈ Act represent the actions the system might perform, an event e ∈ E labelled with
a represents occurrence of action a during the possible run of the system. The causality relation e ≤ e0
means that event e is a prerequisite for the event e0 and the conflict relation e#e0 implies that events e and
e0 both can not happen in the same run, more precisely one excludes the occurrence of the other. The
causality and conflict relations satisfy the conditions that e#e0 ≤ e00 =⇒ e#e00 and {e0 | e0 ≤ e} is finite
for any e ∈ E. A configuration c is a set of events such that,
(i) conflict-free: ∀e, e0 ∈ c.¬e#e0
(ii) downwards-closed: ∀e ∈ c, e0 ∈ E.e0 ≤ e =⇒ e0 ∈ c
We define a run of a labelled event structure to be a sequence of labelled events (e0 , l(e0 )), (e1 , l(e1 )), . . .
such that {e | e ≤ e0 } = 0/ and for all i ≥ 0. ∪0≤ j≤i {e j } is a configuration.
As an intermediate step towards dynamic condition response structures we generalize prime event
structures to (prime) condition response event structures by replacing the causality relation with two
relations: the condition and the response relation, as described in the introduction.
Definition 2. A labeled condition response event structure (CRES) over an alphabet Act is a tuple
(E, ≤C , ≤R , #, l) where
(i) E is a (possibly infinite) set of events
(ii) ≤C ⊆ E × E is the condition relation between events which is partial order
(iii) ≤R ⊆ E × E is the response relation between events, satisfying that ≤=≤C ∪ ≤R is a partial order
(iv) # ⊆ E × E is a binary conflict relation between events which is irreflexive and symmetric
(v) l : E → Act is the labeling function mapping events to actions
The condition relation imposes a precedence relation between events. For example, if two events are
related by the condition relation e ≤C e0 , then event e must have happened before event e0 can happen. As
for the causality relation in prime event structures we require that e#e0 ≤ e00 =⇒ e#e00 and {e0 | e0 ≤ e}
is finite for any e ∈ E. We define configurations and runs as for prime event structures, except that a
configuration of a CRES is only required to be downwards closed with respect to the condition relation.
That is, a configuration c of a CRES is a set of events such that,
(i) conflict-free: ∀e, e0 ∈ c.¬e#e0
(ii) downwards-closed: ∀e ∈ c, e0 ∈ E.e0 ≤C e =⇒ e0 ∈ c
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The response relation is in some sense dual to the condition relation and allows for defining an
acceptance condition for runs: We define a run (e0 , l(e0 )), (e1 , l(e1 )), . . . to be accepting if ∀i ≥ 0.ei ≤R
e =⇒ ∃ j ≥ 0.(e#e j ∨ (i < j ∧ e = e j ). In words, any pending response event must eventually happen or
be in conflict.
If one as it is usually the case consider any run of a prime event structure to be accepting, a prime
event structure can trivially be regarded as a condition response event structure with empty response
relation. This provides an embedding of prime event structures into condition response event structures
which preserves configurations and runs.
Proposition 1. The labelled prime event structure (E, ≤, #, l, Act) has the same runs as the accepting
runs of the CRES structure (E,Act,≤C ,≤R ,#,l,Act) where ≤C =≤, ≤R = 0/
We now go on to generalize the model to allow events to be executed several times. This also leads to
a relaxation of the constraints on the condition and response relations and changing the conflict relation
to a dynamic exclusion and inclusion of events.
Definition 3. A dynamic condition response structure (DCR) is a tuple D = (E, Act, →•, •→, ±, l)
where
(i) E is the set of events
(ii) Act is the set of actions
(iii) →•⊆ E× E is the condition relation
(iv) •→⊆ E× E is the response relation
(v) ± : E × E → {+, %, ∗} is the dynamic inclusion/exclusion relation.
(vi) l : E → Act is a labelling function mapping events to actions.
The condition and response relations in DCR are the same as corresponding relations from CRES,
except that they are not constrained in any way. In DCR, we have used a slightly different symbols for
condition and response relations in order to be consistent with the graphical notation of DCR model.
The dynamic inclusion/exclusion relation allows events to be included and excluded dynamically in the
0
0
0
0
process. We will use the notation e →+ e for ±(e, e ) = + and similarly write e →% e for ±(e, e ) = %.
0
0
The relation e →+ e expresses that, whenever event e happens, it will include e in the process. On the
0
0
other hand, e →% e expresses that when e happens it will exclude e from the process.
We make the execution semantics precise below by giving a mapping to a labelled transition system
with an acceptance condition on runs defined as described in the introduction.
A CRES can be represented as a DCR by making every event excluding itself and encoding the
conflict relation by making any two conflicting events mutually exclude each other.
For example, consider a CRES with two conflicting events e, e0 as shown in figure 1(a). This CRES
can be represented as a DCR using the exclude relation as shown in the figure 1(b). The mutual exclude
relation on events e, e0 will ensure that, only one of the events can happen and similarly self exclude
relation on the events will enforce that any event can happen only once.
Finally, we define distributed dynamic condition response structures by adding roles and principals.
Definition 4. A distributed dynamic condition response structure(DDCR) is a tuple
(E, Act, →•, •→, ±, l, R, P, as)
where (E, Act, →•, •→, ±, l) is a dynamic condition response structure, R is a set of roles, P is a set
of principals (e.g. persons/processors/agents) and as ⊆ (P ∪ Act) × R is the role assignment relation to
executors and actions.
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(a) # relation in CRES

(b) Encoding of # in DCR

Figure 1: Conflict relation in graphical notation
For a distributed DCR, the role assignment relation indicates the roles of principals and which roles
gives permission to executed which actions. As an example, if Peter as Doctor and Sign as Doctor (for
Peter ∈ P and Doctor ∈ R, then Peter can do the Sign action having the role as Doctor.

(a) Prescribe Medicine Example

(b) Prescribe Medicine Example With Check

Figure 2: DCRS example in graphical notation
Now, figure 2(a) shows the small example workflow from the introduction graphically. It contains
three events uniquely labelled (and thus identified) by the actions: prescribe medicine (the doctor
calculates and writes the dose for the medicine), sign (the doctor certifies the correctness of the calculations) and give medicine (the nurse administers medicine to patient). The events are also labelled by
the assigned roles (D for Doctor and N for Nurse).
The arrow •→• between prescribe medicine and sign indicates that the two events are related by
both the condition relation and the response relation. The condition relation means that the prescribe
medicine event must happen at least once before the sign event. The response relation enforces that, if
the prescribe medicine event happen, subsequently at some point the sign event must happen for the
flow to be accepted. Similarly, the response relation between prescribe medicine and give medicine
enforces that, if the prescribe medicine event happen, subsequently at some point the give medicine
event must happen for the flow to be accepted. Finally, the condition relation between sign and give
medicine enforces that the signature event must have happened before the medicine can be given. Note
the nurse can give medicine many times, and that the doctor can at any point chose to prescribe new
medicine and sign again. (This will not block the nurse from continue to give medicine. The interpretation is that the nurse may have to keep giving medicine according to the previous prescription).
The dynamic inclusion and exclusion of events is illustrated by an extension to the scenario (also
taken from the real case study): If the nurse distrusts the prescription by the doctor, it should be possible
to indicate it, and this action should force either a new prescription followed by a new signature or just a
new signature. As long the new signature has not been added, medicine must not be given to the patient.
This scenario can be modeled as shown in Figure 2(b), where one more action don’t trust is added.
Now, the nurse have a choice to indicate distrust of prescription and thereby avoid give medicine until
5
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the doctor re-execute sign action. Executing the don’t trust action will exclude give medicine and
makes the sign as pending response. So the only way to execute give medicine action is to re-execute
sign action which will then include give medicine. Here the doctor may choose to re-do prescribe
medicine followed by sign actions (new prescription) or simply re-do sign.
We now define the semantics of distributed DCRs by giving a map to a labelled transition system
and define the set of accepting runs. The states of the transition semantics will be triples (E, I, R) where
E ⊆ E represents the set of happened events, I ⊆ E represents the set of currently included events, and R
represents the set of pending responses.
Definition 5. For a distributed DCR D = (E, Act, →•, •→, ±, l, R, P, as) we define the corresponding
labelled transition systems T (D) to be the tuple (S, (0,
/ E, 0),
/ →⊆ S×Act×S) where S = P(E)×P(E)×
P(E) is the set of states, (0,
/ E, 0)
/ ∈ S is the initial state, →⊆ S × (P × Act × R) × S is the transition
relation given by
(e,(p,a,r))

(E, I, R) −−−−−→ (E ∪ {e}, I 0 , R0 ) where
(i) e ∈ I, l(e) = a, p as r, and a as r
(ii) {e0 ∈ I | e0 →• e} ⊆ E
(iii) I 0 = (I ∪ {e0 | ±(e, e0 ) = +}) \ {e0 | ±(e, e0 ) = %}
(iv) R0 = (R \ {e}) ∪ {e0 | e •→ e0 }
We define the runs (e0 , (p0 , a0 , r0 )), (e1 , (p1 , a1 , r1 )), . . . of the transition system to be the sequences of
(ei ,(pi ,ai ,ri ))

labels of a sequence of transitions (Ei , Ii , Ri ) −−−−−−−→ (Ei+1 , Ii+1 , Ri+1 ) from the initial state. We define
such a run to be accepting if ∀i ≥ 0.e ∈ Ri+1 =⇒ ∃ j.i < j ∧ (e = e j ∨ e 6∈ I j ). In words, a run is accepting
if no pending response event from one point in the run is continuously included without happening.
The first item in the above definition expresses that, only events e that are currently included, can be
executed, and to give the label (p, a, r) the label of the event must be a, p must be assigned to the role r,
which must be assigned to a. The second item requires that all condition events to e which are currently
included should have been executed previously. The third and fourth items are the updates to the sets of
included events and pending responses respectively.
If one only want to consider finite runs, which is sometimes the case in the workflow community, the
acceptance condition degenerates to requiring that no pending response is included at the end of the run.
This corresponds to defining all states where R ∩ I = 0/ to be accepting states and define the accepting
runs to be those ending in an accepting state. If infinite runs are also of interest (as e.g. for reactive
systems and the LTL logic) the acceptance criteria can be captured by a mapping to a Büchi-automaton.
The construction is not straightforward and we leave it for future work to study it in detail.
(We define the transition system, runs and acceptance condition for a non-distributed DCR as for a
distributed DCR except there are no principals and roles.)
We can then state the result that the representation of CRES as DCR exemplified in figure 1(b)
provides an embedding preserving accepting runs.
Proposition 2. The condition response event structure (E, ≤C , ≤R , #, l, Act) has the same accepting runs
as the accepting runs of the DCR structure (E,Act,→•,•→,±,l) where →•=≤C , •→=≤R , ∀e, e0 ∈ E. ±
(e, e0 ) = % if e = e0 or e#e0 and otherwise ±(e, e0 ) = ∗.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a declarative process model derived as a sequence of relatively simple generalizations of
labelled event structures inspired by the workflow language employed by our industrial partner. The
first generalization is to split the causality relation of event structures into two dual relations, a condition
relation →• such that {e0 | e0 →• e} is the set of events required to have happened before the event e
can happen and a response relation •→, such that {e0 | e •→ e0 } is the set of events that must happen
(or be in conflict) after the event e has happened. The final extension allows to finitely specify repeated,
possibly infinite behavior and acceptance conditions for runs by allowing multiple execution, and dynamic inclusion and exclusion of events and allows for distribution of events via roles. We presented a
graphical notation inspired by related work by van der Aalst et al, and gave a mapping to labelled transition systems with an acceptance condition on runs based on the response relation. We remarked that
if one only considers finite runs, the acceptance condition can be captured by defining a set of accepting
states in the labelled transition system and defining a run to be accepting if it ends in an accepting state.
Moreover, we remarked that for infinite runs the accepting condition can be captured by a mapping to
a Büchi-automaton, but leave the detailed study of this construction to future work. Also, future work
will consider a more detailed comparison between dynamic condition response structures and existing
models for concurrency, including the relation to the work in [2]. We also plan to study more complex
scenarios and workflow patterns, other acceptance conditions, distributed scheduling, and extensions of
the model, notably with time, nested sub structures, soft constraints, and compensation/exceptions.
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